Chat Transcript

Suzanne Flint: Hi everyone, glad you could join us as we dig into data!

Charlie Colato: Maybe she needs to get closer to the microphone? I can't hear her.

Katherine Anderson: Will the tool kit be available outside of California state? (Canada)

Jarrid Keller: Did the barcodes match the patrons library card barcode, for example, was it the same number?

Steven Orr (Fresno State): Are you using a code-versioning tool, like Github or Bitbucket, to keep your code and make updates?

Denise Garcia: Do you assign a card to each child or per family? Is this counting family visits or individual visits?

Katherine Anderson: Thanks! is that at the Eldorado Library website?

Steven Orr (Fresno State): Thanks. Often "open source" applications are kept on those sites.

Mina Abdollahian: I am sorry to login late due to the tech issue, and missed beginning portion of it. Is this Access rather than Excel? If so what is the advantage of it?

Suzanne Flint: Katherine, the toolkit will be posted to the California State Library website: www.library.ca.gov

Katherine Anderson: Thanks!

Gary W.: can MS SQL be used?

Mina Abdollahian: yes.

Denise Garcia: does the system allow for creating a dashboard with stats collected or what kind of reports can you get from this program?

Alicia: Are you able to present at this moment a sample of your data?

Katherine Anderson: I can also see a use for adult programming.

Gary W.: OK

Alicia: Great will email you.
Don Hilliard: Does the program communicate with a library’s ILS?

Teresa Mares: Where do I go on the site to find the toolkit?

Katherine Anderson: This is excellent! Can’t wait to see it.

Susie Serrano: How’d do you encourage patrons to bring their cards every time?

WCLS: Hardware-wise, sounds like you need a computer with internet access, and barcode scanner, present at each program. Anything else?

Teresa Mares: Thank you!

Patsy Bennett: Will I be able to get a replay of this?

Katherine Anderson: Can it be used offline and data uploaded later?

Mary Augugliaro: The webinar archive along with the chat transcript will be available here https://infopeople.org/civicrm/event/info?reset=1&id=620

Patsy Bennett: Great Thank you!!!

Sabah Eltareb: Is this tied in with the 1000 books by kindergarten initiative?

Susie Serrano: thanks

Elizabeth: This was excellent. Thank you!

Alicia: Thank you!

Don Hilliard: Thank you

Deb: This is very exciting - thank you for sharing with all of us!

Judy Kamei: Thank you

WCLS: Has dealing with registration and checkin presented any particular logistical issues at storytimes?

Jeff T.: Very intriguing. Thank you!

Don Hilliard: You mentioned open source - will there be a charge for libraries that decide to use
this new system?

Anthony: Thanks

Teresa Mares: Thank you for sharing! I'm looking forward to the toolkit info come Dec.

Denise Garcia: Thank you!

Sabah Eltareb: Thank you

Katherine Anderson: Thank you so much for developing the Tool Kit and making it available to libraries.
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